State Counsellor Daw Aung San Suu Kyi delivers the opening speech at the Myanmar Development Effectiveness Roundtable in Nay Pyi Taw. PHOTO: MYANMAR NEWS AGENCY

Development Effectiveness Roundtable held

State Counsellor stresses greater need for exploring diverse ways of surmounting country’s daunting challenges

“Our country is facing a plethora of daunting challenges. The more daunting these challenges are, the greater the need for us to explore diverse ways of surmounting them and we look to our friends across the world to join us in our ventured and adventures,” said State Counsellor Daw Aung San Suu Kyi, in her capacity as the chairperson of the Development Assistance Coordination Unit-DACU.

She made the comment in her opening address at the Development Effectiveness Roundtable at the Myanmar International Convention Centre II in Nay Pyi Taw yesterday.

The participants of the roundtable first met in late 2016 shortly after the Development Assistance Coordination Unit was established.

The roundtable would provide the Union Government with an opportunity to greet 2018 with a common vision for the development of Myanmar and to discuss how development assistance could bring the Union Government closer to the realisation of this vision, said the State Counsellor.

“The support of the international community can play an important and encouraging role, inspiring reformers to press on when obstacles loom large, and invigorating our institutions, some of which had ossified over a number of decades,” said Daw Aung San Suu Kyi.

Myanmar has always appreciated such support from the international community. She also expressed her hope that the various presentations and dialogues at the roundtable will enable Myanmar to work together to overcome the obstacles that developing countries inevitably have to meet.
Pyidaungsu Hluttaw discusses construction ministry, tax collection

Aung Ye Thwin, 
Aye Aye Thant

THE seventh regular session of the second Pyidaungsu Hluttaw held its 10th-day meeting yesterday morning at the Pyidaungsu Hluttaw building, Nay Pyi Taw.

During the meeting, a discussion and explanation about the union-level organisations on the reports of the two joint committees on the findings and comments of the National Planning Bill and the Union Budget Bill for the six-month period from April to September 2018, as well as a discussion by the Hluttaw representatives on the basic policy, were conducted.

Deputy Minister for Construction U Kyaw Lin said during the Pyithu Hluttaw meeting on 14 February, the Hluttaw Speaker had instructed the ministry to move forward as much as possible the conversion to regulatory body, as all would be converted to the regulatory body after 2020. Of the five departments operating under the Ministry of Construction — Department of Buildings, Department of Road, Department of Bridge, Department of Urban and Housing Development, and Department of Rural Development — the Department of Building is the easiest to start with, and it will be the first to become a regulatory body, said the deputy minister.

Starting from 1 April 2018, the Department of Rural Development will not conduct any work on its own with the union budget. However, if governments of states/regions request the ministry, the department will continue to work until 30 September 2019, and starting from 1 October 2019, it will become a regulatory body, said the Deputy Minister. For the Department of Road and Department of Bridge to become a regulatory body, standards and specifications, rules and regulations, laws, standard operation procedures, policies and plans are being drawn up with the help of the Asian Development Bank.

Once this is done, the plan is for the two departments to become a regulatory body before December 2020, explained the Deputy Minister.

Once the Department of Building becomes a regulatory body from April 2018, it will no longer construct any building on its own, and the ministries and the relevant chief ministers of states/regions will have to do so under a tender system, and only the required rules, regulations, notifications and guidelines will be issued. Of the departments under the ministry, the Ministry of Construction and the Department of Rural Development will become regulatory bodies on 1 April 2018, and the others will also become regulatory bodies as soon as possible in a step-by-step manner, explained the Deputy Minister.

Deputy Minister for Agriculture, Livestock and Irrigation U Hla Kyaw explained that the capital fund allocated for projects earmarked to be conducted in the six-month period from April to September 2018 are for projects that can be completed within this period only.

As the period extends over the rainy season and time is short to complete people-centric projects during this period, only the projects that can be completed based on the ground situation have been submitted, said the Deputy Minister.

The Emerald Green Village Project and the rural water supply project will also be conducted in the same manner. The rural electrification project requires an international tender, and the tender will be called during the six-month period between April to September 2018, while the work will be implemented during the 12-month period of the 2018-2019 fiscal year (FY). Based on the ground situation, only projects that can be completed during the six-month period from April to September 2018 have been submitted, and for the 2018-2019 FY, all the project works that can be conducted during the 12-month period will be included, explained the Deputy Minister.

Union ministers and deputy ministers of the Ministry of Industry, Ministry of Commerce, Ministry of Health and Sports, Ministry of Hotels and Tourism, Ministry for Transport and Communications, Ministry of Electricity and Energy, Ministry of Education, Ministry of Social Welfare, Relief and Resettlement, Union Civil Service Board, Nay Pyi Taw Council (including Nay Pyi Taw City Development Committee), Central Bank of Myanmar, Ministry of Natural Resources and Environmental Conservation, and Ministry of Planning and Finance also explained similar matters to their respective ministries and organisations.

Regarding the report on the tax collected for the first six months of the 2017-2018 FY, Deputy Minister for Planning and Finance U Maung Maung Win said the initial estimate of the tax collected in the 2017-2018 FY was Ks6,481.008 trillion, of which Ks5,553.685 trillion was planned for the first six months. In reality, Ks3,078.799 trillion was collected and the implementation was 120.56 per cent, said the Deputy Minister.

In future, the government will depend mainly on tax collection for its expenditures. Tax collection and the gross domestic product ratio are still low in Myanmar, and efforts are being made to collect all the taxes that should be collected and expand the tax base.

With the help of foreign experts, the Internal Revenue Department is working towards a tax system reform that includes changing the outlook and views of tax payers, effective usage of the carrot and stick principle, spreading knowledge about tax and ensuring the tax system meets international standards.

Public Account Joint Committee Secretary Dr. Sai Hsai Kyauk then explained the committee’s report (4/2018) in relation to this matter, after which Pyidaungsu Hluttaw Speaker Mahn Win Khang Than requested MPs interested in discussing the matter to enrol their names in the list.

Next, the matter of Myanmar signing the UNIDROIT Convention (1995) on stolen or illegally exported cultural objects and the second agreement on the amendment to the ASEAN all-around agreement, sent by the President, were explained by Union Minister for Religious Affairs and Culture Thura U Aung Ko and U Maung Maung Win, after which the Pyidaungsu Hluttaw Speaker requested the MPs interested in discussing the matter to enrol their names.

The 11th-day meeting of the seventh regular session of the second Pyidaungsu Hluttaw will be held on 28 February.
State Counsellor addresses meeting of Central Committee for Implementation of Peace, Stability and Development in Rakhine State
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The State Counsellor also expressed her delight to see, in addition to partners in development, representatives of private sector, both domestic and international, and of the many local and international non-governmental organisations that make up the rich social and economic tapestry of contemporary Myanmar.

“This is a place for open and frank discussions concerning the development challenges we face and it provides us with an opportunity to share constructive, forward looking and innovative approaches to addressing and supporting Myanmar’s long term sustainable socio-economic development,” said the State Counsellor.

“This is one of the most challenging periods in our nation’s post-transition process. These challenges present us with opportunities to strengthen our commitment to peace and national reconciliation as a foundation for democratic consolidation in Myanmar,” she added.

Regarding the Rakhine issue, she said as part of the Union Government’s commitment to finding lasting stability and harmony, and supporting broad-based, inclusive socio-economic development in Rakhine State, and indeed, throughout the nation, the government has established the Union Enterprise for Humanitarian Assistance, Resettlement and Development in Rakhine State, the Rakhine Advisory Commission Implementation Committee and the Rakhine Advisory Board.

“Although peace and national reconciliation are essential to the sustainable development of our nation, the purpose of holding this Roundtable is not to focus unduly on one sector, issue or location, but rather to establish a broad ranging, deep and strategic dialogue on the major developmental challenges and opportunities that must be tackled in the year ahead, and in the longer-term, without prejudice to any particular source of financing,” said the State Counsellor.

DACU is keenly aware of this new global reality, and are actively looking at how best the government can position Myanmar to take advantage of this brave new world, she added.

“We are also keenly aware of our latecomer’s advantage, and wish to make use of the lessons available to us to avoid or possibly leapfrog over challenges and obstacles that had been faced by others,” said Daw Aung San Suu Kyi.

(Full text of the speech of State Counsellor Daw Aung San Suu Kyi is covered separately.)

Following the opening ceremony, the State Counsellor Daw Aung San Suu Kyi and attendees of the opening ceremony had the documentary photos taken.

In Session-1 of the roundtable, Union Minister for Planning and Finance U Kyaw Win, Union Minister for Social Welfare, Relief and Resettlement Dr. Win Myat Aye and Deputy Minister for the Office of the President U Min Thu, Deputy Minister for Border Affairs Maj-Gen Than Htut, Deputy Minister for the Ministry of State Counsellor’s Office U Khin Maung Tin, Deputy Minister for Transport and Communications U Tha Oo, Deputy Minister for Construction U Kyaw Lin and other officials.

First, Daw Aung San Suu Kyi delivered an opening speech. Next, Central Committee for Implementation of Peace, Stability and Development in Rakhine State Secretary and Deputy Minister Maj-Gen Than Htut explained the status of implementing the decisions of the past meeting and future works.

This was followed by Central Committee Vice Chairman and Rakhine State Chief Minister U Nyi Pu explaining the present situation in Rakhine State.

Working Committee on Cooperation with UN Agencies and International Organizations Chairman Union Minister U Kyaw Tint Swe explained the effects of the international community on Rakhine State affairs.

Also present at the meeting were Central Committee Deputy Chairmen Union Minister for Border Affairs Lt-Gen Ye Aung and Rakhine State Chief Minister U Nyi Pu, Central Committee members Union Minister for Home Affairs Lt-Gen Kyaw Swe, Union Minister for Defence Lt-Gen Sein Win, Union Minister for Office of the State Counsellor U Kyaw Tint Swe, Union Minister for Information Dr. Pe Myint, Union Minister for the Office of the Union Government U Thaung Tun, Union Minister for Agriculture, Livestock and Irrigation Dr. Aung Thu, Union Minister for Electricity and Energy U Win Khaing, Union Minister for Labour, Immigration and Population U Thein Swe, Union Minister for Industry U Khin Maung Cho, Union Minister for Commerce Dr. Than Myint, Union Minister for Education Dr. Myo Thein Gyi, Union Minister for Health and Sports Dr. Myint Htwe, Union Minister for Planning and Finance U Kyaw Win, Union Minister for Social Welfare, Relief and Resettlement Dr. Win Myat Aye, Union Minister for Hotels and Tourism U Ohn Maung, Union Minister for Ethnic Affairs Nai That Lwin, Union Attorney-General U Tun Tun Oo, Deputy Minister for the Office of the President U Min Thu, Deputy Minister for Border Affairs Maj-Gen Than Htut, Deputy Minister for the Ministry of State Counsellor’s Office U Khin Maung Tin, Deputy Minister for Transport and Communications U Tha Oo, Deputy Minister for Construction U Kyaw Lin and other officials.

The attendees at the meeting discussed and suggested works for the implementation of peace, stability and development in Rakhine State and other general matters.

Lastly, State Counsellor Daw Aung San Suu Kyi gave a concluding speech.—Myanmar News Agency
Deputy Minister U Aung Hla Tun meets staff of state-owned newspapers

DURING his meeting with staff of state-owned newspapers, Deputy Minister for Information U Aung Hla Tun said the duty of newspaper persons was to report news from Myanmar accurately and effectively to the world media, while the duty of the Ministry of Information is to demonstrate the voice of Myanmar.

Yesterday, the Deputy Minister, for the first time, met with state-owned newspapers Myanma Alinn, Kyemon, Myanmar News Agency (Internal), Myanmar News Agency (External), chief editors and editorial groups of newspapers in Nay Pyi Taw and their staff at Kyemon newspaper house, Zeyathiri Township, Nay Pyi Taw.

“Compared with other news agencies, the news appearing in our newspapers is considered to be weak in news value and presentation. There is a need to intensify observation and provide follow-ups. It is good to meet with the staff and know about their work, requirements and difficulties,” said the Deputy Minister.

Furthermore, the Deputy Minister discussed fulfilling the requirements of the staff, especially providing them with a good internet connection, as newspaper work requires such facilities to provide timely news. The basic infrastructure required for the work site must be developed, besides the systematic development of human resources, livelihood, health and education of families of the staff living in staff houses of the newspaper.

The Deputy Minister also mentioned the aim of the ministry to conduct courses to increase the quality of the newsrooms, as well as courses on news editing, reform of newsrooms, management and news page organisations. Next, the Deputy Minister inspected the training rooms in Myanma Alinn and Kyemon.—Khin Yadana

Deputy Minister U Aung Hla Tun delivers the speech during meeting with staff of state-owned newspapers in Nay Pyi Taw yesterday. PHOTO: MNA

Grade 5,9 final examinations held in Maungtaw

Hein Htet Zaw

THE basic education final examinations for grade 5 and grade 9 are being held countrywide from 19 February in examination centres across the states/regions, while the last subject of the grade 9 final examination was held in Rakhine State, Maungtaw Township, yesterday morning.

Headmistress of Maungtaw Township Basic Education High School (2) Daw Hla Myint Thein said, “The fourth standard and eighth standard examinations started on 19 February, and the fourth standard examination was completed on 23 February.

The examination for the final subject for the eighth standard will be held today.”

Headmaster of Maungtaw Basic Education High School (1) (BEHS (1)) U Aung Myint Thein said, “Hindus who were displaced by terrorist acts were temporarily put in at BEHS (1), so students from BEHS (1) took the examination on the second floor of BEHS (2), while students from BEHS (2) took the examination on the ground floor of BEHS (2). This is how two examination centres were combined into one centre for convenience.”

According to the record of the office of the head of township education, Maungtaw Township had more than 3,140 class 8 students, of which more than 1,700 are sitting for the final examination across 93 examination centres, while 15 examination centres were opened for 1,541 class 8 students, of which 777 students sat for the final examination.

Examination entrance cards are being issued since 19 February for the matriculation examination to be held on 7 March. Three examination centres have been opened in Maungtaw Township for the matriculation examination, of which two were in BEHS (1) and another was in BEHS (2).

There are some 878 students, but there can be some changes in the number, according to head of education department of Maungtaw Township.
Myanmar’s regional trade hit $8.6 billion this FY

The value of Myanmar’s regional trade with the ASEAN countries through the sea route and border gates totalled some US$8.6 billion from April to December of the current fiscal year, including $3.1 billion in exports and $5.4 billion in imports, according to statistics released by the Ministry of Commerce last Friday.

Since April, Thailand was ranked first among the ASEAN countries for having the largest trade value of $3.7 billion with Myanmar, followed by Singapore, which recorded $2.7 billion of bilateral trade after Thailand.

Imports surpass exports in bilateral trade with Singapore

Myanmar’s imports from Singapore performed better than its exports in the current fiscal year (FY), with exports valued at US$9.069 million and imports at $2.4 billion.

Bilateral trade between Singapore and Myanmar in the last 10 months of the current FY reached $2.72 billion. Among the regional countries, Singapore is placed second in bilateral trade after Thailand.

The country mainly exported agricultural products, fishery products and minerals, while food and beverages, electronic tools, motor vehicles and consumer goods were imported into Myanmar.

Apart from its main trade partner China, Myanmar’s external trade is mostly carried out with regional partners. Trade with countries of the European Union still cannot compete against regional trade.

— Ko Htet

Thai-Myanmar border trade shows increase of $92 million

The value of trade through the Thai-Myanmar border gates reached US$1.26 billion between 1 April and 16 February of the current fiscal year (FY), which is some $92 million more compared with the same period last FY.

Of the seven Thai-Myanmar border gates, Myawady is the main hub for Thai-Myanmar trade, but the value of trade this FY was nearly $10 million less than last FY. Similarly, Hteekhee and Tachilek also showed a slight decline in trade. The other gates, however, registered an increase in trading activity. Further, exports via the Kawthoung and Myeik checkpoints significantly surpassed the imports.

The value of border trade was worth $74 million at Tachilek, $784 million at Myawady, $167 million at Kawthoung, $218 million at Myeik, $11 million at Hteekhee, $6 million at Mawtaung and $0.76 million at Maese. The Myanmar gate sees a high volume of fishery exports daily. Nevertheless, the import of vehicles through the checkpoint ceased, owing to changes in the automobile policy.

Industrial machinery, trucks, agricultural equipment, tractors, motorcycles, cars, food and beverages, cosmetics, fuel oil, fertilisers, cement, construction materials and sugar for re-export are imported through the Myawady gate. Fish, prawns, crabs, onions, sesame, turmeric, herbs and forestry products are sent to Thailand. — Htet Myat

Indo-Myanmar border trade decreases by $9 million

The India-Myanmar border trade was valued at US$70 million between 1 April and 16 February in the current fiscal year, registering a decrease of $9 million compared with last week.

During the week extending from 3 to 9 February, some 817 tonnes of betel nuts with an estimated value of $0.69 million were exported to India through the India-Myanmar border gates — Tamu and Reel — according to recent news released by the Commerce Ministry.

The volume of betel nuts exported from 3 to 9 February was 523 tonnes less than the quantity exported in the preceding week, when more than 1,340 tonnes were exported. In addition to betel nuts, the India-Myanmar checkpoints saw the re-export of gasoline and the export of spices, cement, footwear, blankets, snack items, apparel and cigarettes. — Htet Myat
Structural reform will accelerate private sector development and create economic opportunities for all communities in Myanmar: WB Country Director

Interviewer:
Kyaw Htike Soe, Aye Hnin Nyo, Su Yi Mon, Thiri Min Tun, Moe Ma Ma

The following is an interview with Ms. Ellen Goldstein, Director for Myanmar, Cambodia and Lao PDR, World Bank Group at Myanmar Development Effectiveness Roundtable at Myanmar International Convention Centre 2 in Nay Pyi Taw yesterday.

Q: How important do you think this event is for our country?
A: I think this is an important step forward for your country and for your government. Because it is very important and it has a clear vision where you see the country two years, three years and five years on the road. It is very difficult to move to a particular goal you don't have a clear vision. So you will have to try to reach your goal. A sustainable development plan is a very important plan and the government is now engaged in the process of consultation with the participation of international partners and stakeholders in the country in order to help achieve a very clear goal and targets so that when the time comes you can actually assess how Myanmar will achieve its goals.

Q: What do you think are the biggest challenges for our country in the democratic transition?
A: Well. The World Bank is focusing on Myanmar's economic transition and what we see is that since the country began its transition in 2011, we see quite a bit of progress with liberalization in many different kinds of market. This is the last country having 7 percent GDP each year with doubling of trade and foreign direct investment. There has also a significant increase in per capita income and a marked reduction in poverty and this is a very important indicator for human capital development. So we see quite a bit of progress today, and in the transition, we see there are many challenges ahead.

I think one of the biggest challenges I would like to highlight today include the need to remain vigilant and maintain macroeconomic and physical stability. Because there is a visible stability and the most important area is the reform related to private sector growth in order to create an environment in which everyone from small farmers to make investments in Myanmar.

Another area that needs to address is with respect to basic services delivery where infrastructure building, bigger electricity grid and building motor road are you do need. There is no question about it. There are a lot of policy reforms that need to happen to think about health, education and electricity supply. One of the most challenging areas for Myanmar has always been how to create a peaceful nation across the different states and regions. Development is very important but the situation is very complicated. And different areas, different states, and different regions needed solutions which have customized in the communities there. So having a consultation process, developing plans there is customized towards community is really needed. I think that includes focusing on Rakhine State, where travelling is curbed there.

I think through Myanmar sustainable development, this is an opportunity for the government to articulate how they intend to address the situation in Rakhine State and how they intend to implement the recommendations of Kofo Annan Commission on Rakhine State. And it is really clear about what is an ambitious and reasonable step for progress can be made for the next six months or twelve months or two years for repatriation or resettlement process in Rakhine State. This is some of the most important issues.

Q: What recommendations would you like to make for achieving economic success?
A: Well. It is important to implement Myanmar sustainable economic plan. The plan is very ambitious and it has 28 different strategies and five goals along with hundred of action plans. And it will be a very important task for the government to monitor a very manageable sense of goal. You have five big goals and 28 strategies. It will be very good for the country to have a clear vision of the one outcome they want to achieve each strategy and to monitor one indicator each of this strategy. So the entire government, the entire country, and different stakeholders will know what the definition of success in each area is. Everyone can together solve problems about how it implemented to achieve this goal.

Q: Some local economists criticize that Myanmar's economic development is stagnating in the time of incumbent government. So I would like to know your opinion about the economic reform processes being initiated by the government?
A: I think the country is growing quite rapidly and the country is going about 7 percent GDP each year. We don't see some particular areas slow down against some concern about tourism and investment which may be linked to the perception of the peace in the country. But now it is good prospect for economic development and the progress in poverty reduction and social welfare is continuing. At the same time, what I think so nice about Myanmar sustainable development plan is that it is very important to accelerate the pace of economic reform in the country.

The country was able to manage many things very quickly because some of the reforms tended to be the easier than legal reforms. One of the finished reforms is called first generation reform and it is easy to do. The left reform which we have to implement is much more difficult. This is becoming challenges and Myanmar government now really needs to look at many structural issues.

Q: Do you believe Myanmar can become a fastest growing economy in the region?
A: I think it could be possible. Because we know Myanmar is coming from behind. We never come from behind. The key to achieving ambitious tasks is very deep to implement structural reforms. So it is too early to say about it but I think the country is growing well and the intention to this kind of reform especially structural reform will accelerate private sector development and create economic opportunities for all communities.

Myanmar people are very clever, capable and a lot of prospects

Interview with Dr. Stephan Paul Jost (WHO representative to Myanmar)

Q: How important do you think this event is for our country?
A: I think it’s a very important event. The Development Assistance Policy is a key framework for partners and the different institutions and sectors in the government and civil society. At the Draft Myanmar Sustainable Development Plan too is a new departure, and both together are going to be very important markers for the development debate and implementation.

Q: What do you think are the biggest challenges for our country in the democratic transition?
A: That’s a very big question; I hope I can do justice to its magnitude. I think there are many challenges but also significant progress has already been made. If anyone were to predict how far Myanmar had come in the last 5 years, I think very few people would have dared to actually say so. So the country has moved ahead fast both socially and economically and I hope also in terms of protecting the environment. In addition, of course, many, many problems remain as well. For peace, in certain areas of the country, it’s still the key to achieve for sustainable development, continued progress and induction of poverty in economic development and in doing so in an environmentally sustainable way so that all future generations will not suffer, but benefit.

Q: What suggestions or recommendations would you like to make on our country for achieving sustainable development?
A: I’m the WHO representative here and I’m privileged to work in this country. Our assessment is that a key thing would be to strengthen the state and regional level effectively so that these different states and regions can really fulfill the functions they were designed to do and that will really help Myanmar move forward in a much faster and more equitable way as well. Because development cannot just be directed from the center; it does need to be multilayer and here. I think the states and regions in this country are the key level to strengthen next in terms of human resources, capacity building, and material resources in a comprehensive and serious way. Attention to implementation and implementation capacity is key because we all know that it’s already difficult enough to do good plans and policies but to implement them is even a much bigger challenge still. And to give sustained attention to implementation capacity and progress will be crucial.

Perhaps, finally, people should be at the center of our endeavors and the end of communal strife in the country where it still exists will be very important for development to be sustained and for the peace of development to be shared with all. It’s very important that the different ethnic nationalities and all groups of societies are included and feel that they have a stake in the future of Myanmar because ultimately it’s a beautiful country and has tremendous potential.
Interview with Dr Sean Turnell, Special Economic Consultant to the State Counsellor

Q: How important do you think this event is for our country?

A: It’s very important. As we know Myanmar is a recipient of a lot of donor assistance. Its very important that systems be coordinated and that is consistent with the government policy. So what this meeting is about is to meet and discuss the policy and strategies to make sure all the plans are consistent, spending and revenue rising capacity and so on, all integrated in one program.

Q: What do you think are the biggest challenges for Myanmar in the democratic transition?

A: There are many economic challenges here we’d like to practical transitional as well. So as we know Myanmar is in very much in a transition from an economy that used to rely on natural resources, there was not a government locked up, we would also invested in interest and so on. Political transition in economic role. Its about making something different opening things up competition allowing people that didn’t have access before, to have access to the economy, to be employed to start business, to have the full economic freedom. That is part of the whole democratic process.

Q: What recommendations would you like to make for achieving economic success?

A: The major thing is broad based by economic reform. The major thing is really the extension of the economic freedoms. I’ve always stressed to the ability of people of Myanmar by the skills, enthusiasm, capacity etc., particularly among young people. In very much what they mainly need is freedom to be allowed to follow their dreams...Again we get back to the past, Myanmar economy was very much locked in high bound by old rules and regulations probably the most important thing we can do in terms of economic policy allow people to follow their own interest, to follow their dreams, and so deregulation, liberalization those are main strategies as well as more other things such as institution building and so on. But as a side to me, the extension of economic freedoms to the people of the country is the most important thing they could do to deliver genuine transformation growth.

Q: Please make short detail about economic prospect about Myanmar?

A: I think, Myanmar’s economic prospect is very bright indeed particularly in the medium to the long run. Its around at the moment, but I think the country is very prime for the growth. One of the interesting things is the government done nearly two years has been office, has been to establish macroeconomic stability. So if we look at the kind of like inflation, budget deficit, current account deficit, debt levels, money printing from the central bank, all of those areas which are key indicators of microeconomic stability, all are all better; then they have ever been basically. So another word is that we done is put things on very sound footing and now really the opportunity is to engage in the second wave of reforms to really push on the growth, so the economy growing quite strongly at the moment, faster growing economy in ASEAN, one of the fast is growing economy in the world, but it can go that be faster as well with...as a second round of the refinements on the basis of the really good foundation has been laid already.

Q: What is your suggestion to initiate a wider ratio of economic reform in the country?

A: Its really just to extend those economic freedoms I imagined earlier. I think one thing we could be done is to be ordered every sector of the economy, and just looking for the rules and regulations that currently keep it and economic activity and just order to that saying which are those rules and regulation necessary which one are not, that ones are not, just removed them, and extend doesn’t seen them as an economic freedom of people just to do the thing to follow their dreams.

Myanmar people are very clever...

We are like a bridge linking the people and the government

We need to listen to the voice of the people on this democratic path and working closely with community based organizations ensures you always hear what you need to hear from the people.

We are like a bridge linking the people and the government. The Myanmar Civil Society Platform for Aid and Development with its forty members brings the voice from the grassroots to events like today’s DACU meeting.

I hope the government will give more opportunities for CSOs to engage in roundtable discussions.

The meeting for the Association Registration Law in 2014 was attended by CSOs and helped create the environment CSOs needed.

We got more opportunities and gained more trust from the government and that will help Myanmar’s overall development.
Benefits of Irrigations and Dams
By Phone Thinzar Hlaing

Irrigation is beginning of agriculture. For the most part, the small farmers in the world are dependent on the climate. However, with climate change, the agricultural sector needs to be more resilient. Irrigation systems can help farmers adapt to changing weather patterns and reduce their dependency on unpredictable rainfall. Irrigation can also improve soil quality, increase crop yields, and provide a stable water supply for drinking and industrial purposes.

Dams are another important component of water management. They can provide a range of economic, environmental, and social benefits to the country. For example, they can:
- Provide a source of hydroelectric power for electricity generation.
- Improve water supply for domestic, agricultural, and industrial uses.
- Store water for use during dry seasons.
- Prevent flooding by regulating the flow of water.
- Support water conservation and sustainable water use.
- Provide recreational opportunities, such as fishing, boating, and water sports.
- Support wildlife habitats and biodiversity.

In conclusion, irrigation and dam systems can play a vital role in ensuring food security, improving economic growth, and enhancing the quality of life for people living in the region. However, it is important to approach these systems with a sustainable and environmentally friendly mindset. This includes considering the long-term impacts of dam construction and ensuring that the benefits are shared equitably among all stakeholders.

Lawyers and Reading
By U Han Nyein (Law)

Introduction
Saya

In 2010, I asked myself, “What is the title of your article this week?”, “What do you want to point out?”, “What brings everyone knowledge, wit, and wisdom?”

Ten countries: Myanmar and 9 countries without them are the focus of this issue. The following is my thinking:

Tha Hwae (Myanmar): Nine other countries are North Korea, South Korea, England, Moscow, the United States of America, USSR (Russia), Indonesia, Japan, and Singapore.

Myanmar: My country in Asia.

By 2020, 9 countries with and without us, and these are the USA, China, Zimbabwe, the United States of America, China, Zimbabwe, the USA, China, and Singapore.

Conclusion
1. Reading is highly beneficial to the public. Libraries are a bridge to knowledge.
2. Our country is heavily dependent on latercomer advantage, and wish to make use of the lessons available to us to avoid or possibly lagging over challenges and obstacles that have been faced by others.

Myanmar would like to request all international communities to engage with the DACU regularly, and to coordinate with us before issuing guidance to development partners.

协调与DACU之前提供发展伙伴关系

Myanmar is currently in one of the most challenging periods in its post-transition history. Therefore, challenges present us with opportunities to strengthen our commitment to peace and national reconciliation as a foundation for democratic consolidation.

Two recent signatories to the National Ceasefire Agreement (NCA) in Myanmar are the NLD and the Kachin Independence Army (KIA), which has been planning to hold a roundtable discussion to seek a cease-fire agreement. Before issuing guidance to development partners, it has established the Union Enterprise for Humanitarian Assistance, Rehabilitation and Development in Rakhine State, the Rakhine Advisory Commission, Regional Committees and the Rakhine Regional Advisory Council.

Myanmar would like to request all international communities to engage with the DACU regularly, and to coordinate with us before issuing guidance to development partners.

Myanmar would like to request all international communities to engage with the DACU regularly, and to coordinate with us before issuing guidance to development partners.
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Keynote Address
By
H.E. Daw Aung San Suu Kyi, State Counsellor
26th February 2018, 09:30 am, MICC-II, Nay Pyi Taw

Excellencies and Distinguished guests,

It is a pleasure to welcome you to this first Myanmar Development Effectiveness Roundtable, Nay Pyi Taw and to see you again.

I recall that we first met in late 2016 shortly after the Development Assistance Coordination Unit was established.

The Government of Myanmar is convening this Roundtable at the beginning of the year, as we believe it will provide us with an opportunity to greet 2018 with a common vision for the development of Myanmar and to discuss how development assistance could bring us closer to the realisation of this vision.

The support of the international community can play an important and encouraging role, inspiring reformers to press on when obstacles loom large, and invigorating our institutions, some of which had ossified over a number of decades.

Myanmar has always appreciated such support from the international community.

Our country is facing a plethora of daunting challenges. The more daunting these challenges are, the greater the need for us to explore diverse ways of surmounting them and we look to our friends across the world to join us in our ventures and adventures.

It is my hope that the various presentations and dialogues we share today will enable us to work together to overcome the obstacles that developing countries inevitably have to meet.

I am happy to see that in addition to our partners in development, there are also present here representatives of our private sector, both domestic and international, and of the many local and international non-governmental organisations that make up the rich social and economic tapestry of contemporary Myanmar.

This is a place for open and frank discussions concerning the development challenges we face and it provides us with an opportunity to share constructive, forward looking and innovative approaches to invigorating and supporting Myanmar’s long-term sustainable socio-economic development.

Ladies and gentlemen,
Distinguished guests,

This is one of the most challenging periods in our nation’s post-transition process. These challenges present us with opportunities to strengthen our commitment to peace and national reconciliation as a foundation for democratic consolidation in Myanmar.

As you will be aware, as the latest step in our peace process, we recently welcomed two new signatories to the Nationwide Ceasefire Agreement and we look forward to hosting the next Panglong Conference in the very near future. As part of our Government’s commitment to finding lasting stability and harmony, and supporting broad-based, inclusive socio-economic development in Rakhine State, and indeed, throughout the nation, we have established the Union Enterprise for Humanitarian Assistance, Resettlement and Development in Rakhine State, the Rakhine Advisory Commission Implementation Committee and the Rakhine Advisory Board.

Although peace and national reconciliation are essential to the sustainable development of our nation, the purpose of holding this Roundtable is not to focus unduly on one sector, issue or location, but rather to establish a broad ranging, deep and strategic dialogue on the major developmental challenges and opportunities that must be tackled in the year ahead, and in the longer-term, without prejudice to any particular source of financing.

While Myanmar continues to enjoy the good will of the international community in the form of development assistance, we as the DACU have not lost sight of the fact that, if this country is to make meaningful progress toward the achievement of the Sustainable Development Goals, we must join together with the private sector, an important partner and the most reliable engine for growth. It is in this way that we will transform Myanmar’s development finance landscape, welcoming all forms of responsible investment: public and private, national and global, in the form of both capital and capacity.

I am pleased to say that the DACU is keenly aware of this new global reality, and are actively looking at how best we can position Myanmar to take advantage of this brave new world.

We are also keenly aware of our latecomer’s advantage, and wish to make use of the lessons available to us to avoid or possibly leapfrog over challenges and obstacles that had been faced by others.

Excellencies and distinguished guests,

You will be able to see from today’s agenda, that DACU is thinking broad, strategic and long-term.

DACU was established with the clear goal of identifying long-term, strategic opportunities to leverage development assistance, and indeed all forms of development financing, for the benefit of our people. The DACUs’ members came up with a series of proposed work-streams to take their mandate forward.

- Drafting a Development Assistance Policy;
- Identifying Development Assistance Priorities;
- Refreshing the Thematic/Sectoral Working Groups;
- Establishing Effective Project Screening, Processing and Approval Mechanisms; and
- Addressing Major Implementation Constraints.

As Chair of the DACU, I am pleased to inform you all that we have managed to deliver very real progress in each of those five work streams.

Amongst our highest priorities was the establishment of a Development Assistance Policy, or DAP in short. The DAP which will be launched officially here today, for the first time in Myanmar’s history, provides a comprehensive set of policy guidelines, an articulation of procedures and other key related information to ensure that development assistance is used as effectively, and as transparently as possible in the interests of our people.

In drafting this DAP the DACU was asked to stream-line procedures to the greatest extent possible without sacrificing the need for proper monitoring, evaluation and scrutiny of this assistance. In particular, the DAP has been drafted to place greater responsibility on line ministries and other government entities, allowing them to take greater ownership for the management of the assistance they receive - technical assistance, in particular.

I hope that all of you will help to ensure the successful implementation of the DAP. The DAP will enable us to remove the practice of ministries establishing separate or parallel processes for the approval and scrutiny of development assistance, and issuing directives which might impact the timely delivery of assistance.

I would like to request all of you to engage with the DACU regularly, and to coordinate with it before issuing guidance to development partners.

Ladies and gentlemen.

The second and third on the list of tasks for the DACU are the identification of priorities for development assistance, and the organization of a new set of refreshed sector and thematic coordination groups.

I am looking forward to hearing reports from the new set of ten Sector Coordination Groups that were established last year. I hear that some are functioning better than others - so DACU will need to keep a close eye on those that are at risk of falling behind and to learn from those that are performing well.

The Sector Coordination Groups are essential for ensuring that development assistance is well-coordinated, and transparent, so that ministers are provided with the information they require to excel in their roles.

I am happy to hear that some Groups have moved forward with the creation of sector plans and strategies, and that others have been making strong progress towards developing associated costings. These important steps, if executed successfully, will allow us to break free of single year planning and budgeting cycles, allowing us to think strategically and to plan for the medium and long-term.

I would like ministers to redouble their efforts in this regard. And I would like to ask our partners in development to consider making the necessary resources available, technical, financial or otherwise, to help us to get the job done.

Now, a message to our civil society and private sector representatives - your participation in these Sector Coordination Groups is also essential. In many cases you are in the front line, implementing projects and programmes, and so your perspectives and expertise are very much valued and welcome.
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We expect all the representatives from these various stakeholder groups, including the private sector and civil society, both local and international to be in position very soon.

DACU will have to ensure that the SCGs are living up to their commitments. I would appreciate a report on their current functioning within the next four weeks.

Excellencies and distinguished guests,

When determining what areas should serve as the priorities that would guide Myanmar’s overall development.

The 12 Point Economic Development Plan or MSDP This strategic document will soon be followed by the Myanmar Public Investment Programme, a list of costed and prioritized national development projects to be implemented.

I am pleased to say that we now have a draft Plan for consultation, and I would like to use this event to bring all stakeholder groups into the consultation process.

The Deputy Minister of Planning and Finance will present the MSDP in greater detail. I would like to stress that this document will be critical to ensuring that all our projects and initiatives, regardless of their source of financing, are properly linked and directed towards the same goals.

Ladies and gentlemen, We hope that one of the outcomes of this event will be a set of recommendations - short, concise, practical and actionable, recommendations that focus on the critical steps that must be taken both in 2018, and in the medium-term, to sustain positive momentum as we move forward.

As we progress further into 2018, as we prepare to celebrate the Myanmar New Year, and as we begin a rather complex transition into a new financial year, let us all use the opportunity provided by this Development Effectiveness Roundtable to take up the challenges we face with a renewed and stronger sense of purpose, and resolve to do our best to achieve peace and prosperity for our country with the support and cooperation of our people and of our friends throughout the globe. Together, bonded by good will and good sense, we can achieve our most ambitious goals.

Thank you.

Lt-Gen Sein Win meets co-chairs of CTFMR

UNION Minister for Defence Lt-Gen Sein Win welcomed the newly appointed co-chairs of the United Nations (UN) Country Task Force on Monitoring and Reporting (CTFMR) at the headquarters of the Ministry of Defence yesterday.

The co-chairs, UN Resident Coordinator Mr Knut Ostby yesterday. PHOTO: MNA

Declaration of the Ownership of Trademark and Copyright

Telecom International Myanmar Co., Ltd (Mytel), a Telecom Operator Company, having its registered office at No (61, 63), Zoological Garden Road, Dagon Township, Yangon Region, has registered following Trademarks, and Trade Names at the Office of Registration of Deeds, Yangon for the purpose of its solely use owned by Telecom International Myanmar Co., Ltd (Mytel).

Telecom International Myanmar Company Limited hereby announces that any person found to be conducting any action mentioned above shall be taken action in accordance with existing laws.

As per Direction and Assignment
Daw Aye Aye Aung (Advocate) (License No - 8670)
Telecom International Myanmar Company Limited
No (61, 63), Zoological Garden Road, Dagon, Township, Yangon
There’s been a lot of successes in Myanmar over the last couple of years, particularly in the regulatory regime and other things for the private sector.

Ms. Jodi Weedon-Chief Executive Officer of Australia Chamber in Myanmar

Q: How important do you think this event is for Myanmar?
A: I think this event is a huge master in Myanmar’s development. There have been a lot of successes in Myanmar over the last couple of years, particularly in the regulatory regime and other things for the private sector. But I do think this type of roundtable is a perfect forum for many different audiences but for me, I think this is a great chance for the private sector to show how valuable they are to Myanmar’s development effectiveness.

Q: What did you discuss in today’s events?
A: I talked about how the private sector could assist in development effectiveness. The private sector is able to provide assistance to development in very efficient time and costs. Across the world, the private sector is complying with sustainable development goals and there is a real emphasis on encouraging responsible investment. I spoke a lot about the responsible investment working group which I am the chair of and Vicky Bowman is the co-chair. Our working group has 26 private sector members, both foreign and Myanmar. The Australian Government, the Trade Commission from Australia, and several NGOs work a lot with the Myanmar government in rolling out some of the work that we do in relation to responsible investment encouraging responsible investment within member companies, as well as working with UMFCI to make sure member companies are involved in this process.

Q: What challenges do you think are facing in building a democratic country?
A: I think in Myanmar, at the moment, peace and stability is at the forefront of everybody’s minds. I don’t think that it’s the only challenge that exists in Myanmar. In terms of doing business in Myanmar, I think there are still a lot of things that need to be done in the regulatory regime. There are a lot of laws that need to be redrafted and a lot of work that needs to be done in that space. I know we’ve had great results in the company’s law and investment law and rules and regulations in the last 24 months, but I’d like to see the private sector getting more involved in drafting and assisting with bringing other Myanmar laws up to best practice in world class standards.

Q: Did you attend last year’s conference?
A: No, this is my first conference.

Q: What is your impression on this event?
A: It’s very interesting and I think the reason this is my first is that this is the first time the private sector has been invited to attend. I think this shows that the private sector is invaluable in Myanmar’s development effectiveness. I think it’s a great step forward.

Q: What suggestions would you like to give Myanmar in its journey to a democratic state?
A: I think peace and stability, which is obviously very difficult in this country, is at the forefront of everybody’s minds. I would really encourage all areas and sectors in Myanmar to really make this a priority.

Q: What do you think of the State Counsellor’s opening remark in today’s meeting?
A: I think it was very clear. She has a keen commitment to this Development Assistance Policy and also to her involvement in DACU (Development Assistance Coordination Unit) in being a successful unit.
Thura U Shwe Mann meets UN resident coordinator

Thura U Shwe Mann, Chairman of the Legal Affairs and Special Cases Assessment Commission of the Pyidaungsu Hluttaw, met with United Nations Resident Coordinator Knut Ostby in the Hluttaw Hall (I-11) in Nay Pyi Taw yesterday.

They discussed the UN’s development efforts in Myanmar. Also present at the meeting were commission member U San Shwe Aung and other commission officials.—Myanmar News Agency

Myanmar’s perspectives should be voiced at Berlin Conference on Myanmar Genocide: Dr Aung Tun Thet

A press briefing was held yesterday by members of the Forum on Strategies for Peace, Harmony and Reconciliation to address the denial by the organizers of the Berlin Conference on Myanmar Genocide to attend their event.

The press conference was held at the Myanmar Institute of Strategic and International Studies (MISIS) in Dagon Township, Yangon.

The eight-member group from Myanmar — who are part of the Forum on Strategies for Peace, Harmony and Reconciliation— comprised Dr. Aung Tun Thet, the chief coordinator of the government’s Union Enterprise for Humanitarian Assistance, Resettlement and Development in Rakhine and Daw Pyone Kaythi Niang, an NLD lawmaker and member of the International Relations Parliamentary Committee as well as others from the private and public sectors.

According to the press briefing, the group said that on 22 February, members of the Forum on Strategies for Peace, Harmony and Reconciliation registered via Eventbrite online registration platform and received confirmation emails that registration had been successful with tickets being issued. However, around midnight on 23 February, each team member received individual emails that registration for the Berlin conference has been cancelled “due to overbooking of the event”.

Dr. Aung Tun Thet told the press conference that the objective of joining the conference in Berlin was to listen and engage with the participants of the event who are all concerned on Myanmar’s situation. He said they were going as members of the private sector and not as representatives of the government.

The delegation members told the press briefing that they were disappointed to be denied the chance to participate in the conference as their attendance would have created a well-rounded audience that brought in independent voices. However, they now shared genuine concerns that the organizers of the Berlin conference had deliberately sought to exclude participants from Myanmar.

“Let us all question the real intention behind this particular event as well as fuel our concerns that the conference will create more complexities, which in turn will be very counter-productive to finding a long-lasting solution for the people from all communities in Rakhine,” the members told the briefing.

In a private interview after the press conference, Dr. Aung Tun Thet told our journalists that the papers that will be read at the Berlin Conference are one-sided and posed a cynical view of Myanmar.

“International conferences need all-round discussions with different viewpoints. We thought that Myanmar’s perspectives should be heard at the conference so we registered for it but they denied us at the last moment,” said Dr. Aung Tun Thet.

“We are not condemning other people from talking about Myanmar’s situations. We just want our voice to be heard too.

“We’re just concerned now that the results from the conference will be one-sided and so we want the world to know of their denial for us to attend the conference.” — Nandin Win, Zaw Gyi

UPDJJC Secretariat meeting held

THE meeting of the Union Peace Dialogue Joint Committee (UPDJJC) Secretariat was held at the National Reconciliation and Peace Centre (NRPC) in Nay Pyi Taw yesterday morning.

During the meeting, its agenda was confirmed and matters related to representatives of the National League for Democracy (NLD) and Lahu Democratic Union (LDU), which had signed the Nationwide Ceasefire Agreement (NCA), holding of national-level political dialogues, the UPDJJC meeting schedule, the work committee and public meetings were discussed.

The meeting was attended by UPDJJC secretariat members U Khin Zaw Oo, U Zaw Htay, U Hla Maung Shwe, U Aung Soe, Maj-Gen Soe Naing Oo, Brig-Gen sein Tun Hla, Paolo Saw Tawdaw Hmu, U Sai Kyaw Zayar, Daw Pyone Kaythi Niang, U Sai Kyaw Zayar, U Hla Maung Shwe and member of the Inter-Parliamentary Union (IPU) Ms. Chu Myint Tun, Saw Mya Yarzar Lin, Sai Kyaw Nyunt, Min Kyaw Zayar Oo, U Myint Soe, U Myint Soe, U Naing Ngan Lin, Saw Kyaw Nyunt, Nai Aung Mangae of NMSD and Nawi Bon of LDU.—Myanmar News Agency

CLAIM’S DAY NOTICE

M.V MCC HALONG VOY. NO. (1805/06)

Consignees of cargo carried on M.V MCC HALONG VOY. NO. (1805/06) are hereby notified that the vessel will be arriving on 27-2-2018 and cargo will be discharged into the premises of M.I.T/T.M.I.P where it will lie at the consignee’s risk and expenses and subject to the byelaws and conditions of the Port of Yangon.

Damaged cargo will be surveyed daily from 8 am to 11.20 am and 12 noon to 4 pm to Claim’s Day now declared as the third day after final discharge of cargo from the vessel.

No claims against this vessel will be admitted after the Claims Day. —Shipping Agency Department, Myanmar Port Authority

TRADEMARK CAUTION

Keyang Electric Machinery Co., Ltd. a company incorporated in Republic of Korea, and having its registered office at 823-2, Wonsi-dong, Ansan-shi, Kyonggi-do, Republic of Korea is the owner and proprietor of the following Trademark:

Reg. No. 4/1809/2012 (20.2.2012)

In respect of “Lawnmowers (machines); Gas welding machines; Arc welding apparatus; Grinders; Welding machines (electric); Electric drivers; Electrical drills; Electric hammers; Electric hand Drills; Cutters (machines); Drilling bits (parts of machines); Tack drivers; Agricultural machines; Saws (machines); Electric planes; Chain saws; Saw blades (parts of machines); Motive power machines (other than for land vehicles); Gasoline engines other than for vehicles; Compressors (machines); Bellows (blowing machines); Water pumps; Vacuum cleaners for industrial purposes; Current generators” in Class 7.

Fraudulent or unauthorized use, or actual or colourable imitation of the Mark shall be dealt with according to law.

Daw La Min May, H.G.P
For Keyang Electric Machinery Co., Ltd.
C/o Kelvin Chia Yangon Ltd.,
Level 8A, Union Financial Centre (UFC),
Corner of Mahabandoola Road and Thein Phyu Road,
Botataung Township, Yangon,
The Republic of the Union of Myanmar.
Dated 27th February 2018
November release set for highly anticipated Michelle Obama memoir

NEW YORK — A much-awaited memoir by former first lady Michelle Obama will be published in North America on 13 November and will appear simultaneously in 24 languages worldwide.

In the announcement on Sunday, Penguin Random House publishers’ chief executive Markus Dohle called Obama “one of the most iconic and compelling women of our era.” In an unusual gesture, one million copies are to be donated in the Obama family’s name to “children in need,” the publisher’s statement said.

“Writing BECOMING has been a deeply personal experience,” Obama tweeted on Sunday. “I talk about my roots and how a girl from the South Side found her voice. I hope my journey inspires readers to find the courage to become whoever they aspire to be.”

Australia media join forces to fight record Rebel Wilson payout

SYDNEY — Australia’s major media organizations on Monday joined forces to back publisher Bauer Media’s appeal against the nation’s largest defamation payout awarded to Hollywood actor Rebel Wilson, arguing the size of the damages could stifle public-interest journalism.

Newspaper publishers News Corp and Fairfax, radio station owner Macquarie and television broadcasters ABC, Seven and Nine filed the documents with the Victorian Court of Appeal on Monday.

Their joint lawyer Justin Quill said the six “unlikely bedfellows” were seeking leave to intervene in Bauer Media’s appeal against the damages award.

“The fact six media companies have combined demonstrates how serious this issue is,” he wrote in News Corp’s Melbourne Herald Sun newspaper.

Quill said the media organisations were appealing Justice John Dixon’s decision to award Wilson Aus$3.9 million (US$3.1 million) in special damages and Aus$650,000 in general and aggravated damages.

“The award was far higher than the statutory cap of Aus$389,500 for general damages, which has risen from Aus$250,000 since the ceiling was introduced under uniform defamation laws across all Australian jurisdictions in 2005. Quill said after Dixon’s decision, other plaintiffs pursuing court action against media companies were seeking aggravated damages — and therefore higher payouts — claiming that the cap did not apply to their cases either.

“The damages cap provides certainty and creates a fair balance between the competing interests of protection of reputation and freedom of speech,” Quill wrote. “Freedom of speech is important and the media’s ability to uncover dodgy politicians or expose unscrupulous business practices benefits society.”

The “Pitch Perfect” star was awarded the damages against Bauer Media by an Australian court in September over magazine articles claiming she lied about her age and background.

Wilson was awarded the damages over magazine articles claiming she lied about her age and background.

“Black Panther” dominates North American box office with record-breaking second weekend


The superhero film has grossed a spectacular 400 million dollars in North America through Sunday and is the highest grossing movie ever released in the month of February.

It’s also the fourth film to cross 100 million dollars in its second weekend. The film brought in 83.8 million dollars for an international tally of 304 million dollars and global haul of 704 million dollars to date, according to the studio figures collected by comScore.

“Black Panther” is the 18th film in the Marvel Cinematic Universe.

Directed by Ryan Coogler, the film stars Chadwick Boseman as T’Challa / Black Panther who returns home as king of Wakanda but finds his sovereignty challenged by a long-time adversary in a conflict with global consequences. Far behind in second place, Warner Bros’ dark comedy mystery film “Game Night” opened with an estimated 16.6 million dollars.

Directed by John Francis Daley and Jonathan Goldstein, the film stars Jason Bateman, Rachel McAdams and Kyle Chandler. It follows a group of friends whose game night turns into a murder mystery.

Sony’s animated adventure comedy film “Peter Rabbit” landed in third place with an estimated 12.54 million dollars in its third weekend, pushing its North American cumulative to 71.29 million dollars through Sunday. Directed by Will Gluck, “Peter Rabbit” is based on the stories of the character of the same name created by Beatrix Potter.

The film features voice roles played by James Corden, Daisy Ridley, Margot Robbie, and Elizabeth Debicki, and live action roles played by Domhnall Gleeson, Rose Byrne, and Sam Neill.

Paramount’s science fiction horror film “Annihilation” opened in fourth place with an estimated 11 million dollars. Universal’s erotic romantic film “Fifty Shades Freed” landed fifth with an estimated 6.91 million dollars in its third weekend.—Xinhua
Swing time: Thais go dancing in the streets

NAKHON PATHOM (Thailand) — Dressed in top hats, vintage outfits and shiny shoes, hundreds of Thais grooved to swing music in a town more famous for its ancient Buddhist stupa.

“Humans like to dance. Humans like to touch. Humans like music. It can go on forever.”

Nakphet Pathom is home to Phra Pathom Chedi, one of Thailand’s most revered Buddhist structures, which loomed in the distance as the dancers stomped to music by bands The Shirt Tail Stompers from the UK and the US-based Casey Macgill & Friends.

“It’s just meeting people, beautiful people... Having really beautiful music and it’s just great fun actually,” said Kris Asvanon, a 61-year-old creative consultant based in Bangkok.

“Swing time: Thais go dancing in the streets. PHOTO: AFP

Japanese makeup artist Tsuji wins guild award for “Darkest Hour”

LOS ANGELES — Japanese makeup artist Kazuhiro Tsuji on 24 Saturday shared a Make-up Artists and Hair Stylists Guild award with two colleagues in Los Angeles for their work in the film “Darkest Hour” about British wartime leader Winston Churchill.

Tsuji, David Malinowski and Lucy Sibbick, who transformed actor Gary Oldman into Churchill in the film, were honored in the category of the Best Special Makeup Effects at the MUHAS Guild Awards ceremony. The three have also been nominated for this year’s Academy Award for best makeup and hairstyling.

Oldman was also nominated for the Academy Award in the category of best actor.

The Academy Awards will be announced on 4 March.

Tsuji and other make-up artists for the film won the British Academy Film Awards' makeup and hair section on 18 February. —Kyodo News

Sales of online manga overtake book editions for 1st time

TOKYO — Sales of online manga comics in 2017 surpassed those of printed books for the first time, a Japanese industry research institute said on Monday, highlighting a shift in readers’ preferences.

According to a survey by the Research Institute for Publications, sales of digital manga last year are estimated to have risen 17.2 per cent from a year earlier to 171.1 billion yen ($1.6 billion), while sales of book editions fell roughly 14.4 per cent to 166.6 billion yen. The research body of the All Japan Magazine and Book Publisher’s and Editor’s Association said consumers are increasingly drawn to viewing online content partly due to discount campaigns for popular e-works in the past.

The conclusion of some popular manga series and a lack of new blockbuster hits are also believed to be behind the decline in sales of book editions, said the Tokyo-based research body.

Combined sales of books and online manga were almost unchanged in 2017, down 0.9 per cent from a year earlier. —Kyodo News

Cartoonist Leiji Matsumoto to roll out new “Galaxy Express 999”

TOKYO — Japanese cartoonist Leiji Matsumoto is set to roll out the latest work of the popular “Galaxy Express 999,” following a hiatus of more than a decade, sources close to the matter said on 29 Friday.

The latest story titled “Dream Black Hole” will be carried in the chronicle of the 90-year-old manga artist to be released Wednesday, unfolding a new stage in the science fiction tale that fueled a craze in the 1970s and 1980s.

The new piece is hitting bookstore shelves for the first time in 11 years after Matsumoto suspended the manga unfinished in 2007. The work has been widely adopted in anime films and television series.

The story, set in a future world controlled by machines, depicts the growth of the main character Tetsuro, a boy who sets out on a space journey with a mysterious woman named Maetel on Galaxy Express 999.

Between 1977 and 1981, the cartoon series ran in manga magazine Weekly Shonen King. Its sequel later began in a separate publication in 1996 but was suspended after the last piece was published 11 years ago to commemorate the 30-year anniversary of the serial.

According to the sources, the 32-page new story illustrates “the beginning of an endless journey” by Tetsuro and Maetel, who met on the 999 to venture into a mysterious dark tunnel.

The Conductor, Captain Harlock and Queen Emeraldas are among the supporting characters returning in the new piece that continues to feature exquisite mechanical designs. “It is an endless story. The 999 has departed full of energy again after stopping for a while,” Matsumoto said. “I myself am looking forward to finding out what lies ahead on the new journey.” —Kyodo News

In memoriam

Pray on Maung Zaw Win Latt alias Maung Tutpi who passed away two months ago

In memory of Maung Zaw Win Latt alias Maung Tutpi who left us two months ago (25 December 2017) at 214 Howard gap rd apt, 16 Hendersonville, NC 28792, in the United States of America. We, your parents, wife, brothers and sisters and relatives, remember you. We, your family members, share with you the merits gained.

Grandmother - Daw Khin Sein

Father and mother - U Khin Maung Win + Daw Khin Mar

Kyi Recording at 4th Floor, No4, Thaitaw Street, Ahtian Township, Yangon

Wife - Ma Khin Myo Nwe (NY, USA)

Friends and Relatives

File photo taken on 18 October, 2007, shows a man reading a manga comic book at a manga cafe in Tokyo. PHOTO: KYODO NEWS

Photo: KYODO NEWS

Kon Phra Pathom Chedi, one of Thailand’s most revered Buddhist structures, looms in the distance. PHOTO: AFP

The conclusion of some popular manga series and a lack of new blockbuster hits are also believed to be behind the decline in sales of book editions, said the Tokyo-based research body.

Combined sales of books and online manga were almost unchanged in 2017, down 0.9 per cent from a year earlier. —Kyodo News
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THE GLOBAL NEW LIGHT OF MYANMAR

MILAN — Gennaro Gattuso has sparked a fire in AC Milan.

Unbeaten in 12 games with five wins in a row, the Italian coach has transformed the demoralised squad he took over three months ago from Vincenzo Montella.

Sunday’s 2-0 win against AS Roma in the Stadio Olimpico was an important one, against a direct European rival which allows AC Milan to dream even of Champions League qualification.

Gattuso’s side are just seven points adrift of the last spot for the elite European competition. When he took over fourth place was 11 points away.

“At the end of the match I congratulated the group, but I also said that we have to keep our feet on the ground,” said 2006 World Cup winner Gattuso whose appointment last November raised eyebrows.

In Gattuso, the Chinese-owned club — who spent 230 million euros ($270 million) in last summer’s transfer market — turned to a member of one of their most successful sides, but one with little coaching pedigree who was training Milan’s youth team at the time of his appointment.

But the former defensive midfielder, who also spent a season at Scottish club Rangers during his playing career, has proved an astute choice and wants to seize his chance.

“I need to thank (directors Marco) Fassone, (Massimiliano) Mirabelli and (owner) Mr Li (Yonghong) for the opportunity they gave me. I love Milan and they are my priority. It’s like a family for me,” said the 40-year-old after Sunday’s win.

“Beautiful relationship was born between me and these guys.”

- The secret? Hard work -

But what is the secret that has got the seven-time European champions winning consistently again.

For the players the answer is simple - hard work.

“Gattuso is making us work harder, especially on tactics,” explained Ivorian midfielder Franck Kessie, 21.

“With Montella we did very little work in training, but it’s different with Gattuso and you can see the results on the pitch.

“It’s like a family here and the results are arriving.”

Patrick Cutrone, 20, who scored the opener on Sunday for his 13th goal in all competitions this season, added: “It’s an important win, one that will make a difference.

“The coach really cares about the squad and we’ve come together under him. We are really united now.

“Gattuso made us understand from the first day what it means to wear this jersey,” added left-back Davide Calabria, who scored the second goal against Roma.

“The winning mentality that Gattuso brings is incredible, as he focuses on every detail. We are working with great intensity.”

Older players have benefited as Giacomo Bonaventura has scored five goals under Gattuso. Their defensive base is also strong with just four goals conceded in the last 12 games.

AC Milan will play Lazio in Wednesday’s Italian Cup semi-final back in the Stadio Olimpico, Inter Milan in next weekend’s derby clash and Arsenal in the Europa League round of 16 on 8 March.

“From tomorrow the head goes to the Lazio,” said Gattuso.

“We are playing something important and we will think about the (Milan) derby from Thursday. ‘Has Arsenal lost today? (League Cup final)? We are not Manchester City, we have to put on a helmet and go to battle.” — AFP

Players say AC Milan coach Gennaro Gattuso’s recipe of hard work is the secret that has got the seven-time European champions winning consistently against. PHOTO: AFP

**Ronaldinho: Neymar to bring Brazil World Cup joy**

RIO DE JANEIRO — Ronaldinho has delivered a warning to Brazil’s 2018 World Cup rivals, predicting that attacking talisman Neymar will bring the team “a lot of joy” in Russia.

Neymar has been in fine form for Paris Saint-Germain season, scoring 23 goals in 30 matches after leaving Barcelo na for a world record transfer fee of 222 million euros.

“Neymar is our best player at the moment, the man who will give us great joy along with the others,” Ronaldinho, who announced his retirement last month, told Globo Esporte.

Ronaldinho said Brazil have rediscovered their old swagger after a harrowing 7-1 semifinal defeat to Germany in the 2014 World Cup on home soil. Under coach Tite, who replaced Dunga following the team’s group-phase elimination at the 2016 Copa America, Brazil rose from sixth in the South American zone 2018 World Cup qualifying standings to finish at the top of the group.

The Selecao have lost just one of Tite’s 15 matches in charge: a 1-0 friendly defeat to Argentina last year.

“I’ll be cheering the team on a lot. It’s a group of great quality, young players, who are already playing at great clubs, meaning they will arrive with a certain level of experience,” Ronaldinho said of the World Cup.

“We also have a great coach. Everyone is confident,” he added.

Brazil have been drawn in the same group as Costa Rica, Switzerland and Serbia for the 14 June-15 July tournament.

Meanwhile Ronaldinho, who won the World Cup, Champions League and two FIFA world player of the year awards in a decorated career, said he has no regrets about quitting football.

“It was not difficult to stop because I was completely fulfilled, very happy. In the national team, our generation spent 10 years playing together. It was a long time,” he said. —Xinhua

**Tevez helps Boca Juniors extend lead**

BUENOS AIRES — Carlos Tevez scored one goal and set up another as Boca Juniors defeated San Martin 4-2 on Sunday to extend their lead at the top of the Superliga Argentina standings.

Tevez opened the scoring in the fourth minute by rifling a first-time shot into the top corner after an Edwin Cardona effort was saved by goalkeeper Luis Ardente.

Cristian Pavon added another goal five minutes later when he latched onto a Tevez through ball and rounded Ardente before firing into an unguarded net.

Alvaro Fernandez pegged a goal back for the visitors, heading in after a Gabriel Carabajal set piece.

Nahitan Nandez restored Boca’s two-goal lead by tapping in a Pavon cross but Claudio Spinelli made it 3-2 after some fancy footwork from Maximiliano Rodriguez.

Ramón Abila put the result beyond doubt with an 89th-minute strike following a 60-yard pass from Frank Fabra.

The result left Boca on 43 points from 17 matches with second-placed Talleres Cordoba and third-placed San Lorenzo due to play on Monday.

In other matches on Sunday, Belgrano won 1-0 at Chacarita Juniors, hosts Independiente overcame Banfield 1-0 and Colon drew 1-1 at Union de Santa Fe. —Xinhua